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Viewpoint

Demands of the
Boating Public

John Simmons
Director
Bureau of Boating
Pennsylvania Fish Commission

I have just returned from a variety of public meetings held for different reasons across the
state. Senator Lenrunond called a Senate Game and Fisheries Committee hearing at Lake
Wallenpaupack to consider local citizen concerns for boating safety in the region. Chairman
Sedney called two meetings of the Boating Advisory Board—one,in Erie to discuss
mandatory education and the need for a boat registration fee increase; the other, in Pittsburgh
to discuss a recent city ordinance enacted to improve boating safety on the Three Rivers.
Despite the tripling of the number of registered boats in the past 25 years, the number of
fatalities has decreased. Boating today is probably safer than it has ever been. Although great
progress has been made in promoting boating safety, a common thread still runs through these
kinds of meetings. The boating public is demanding more safety education and law enforcement.
In 1965, the U.S. Coast Guard Auxiliary and the U.S. Power Squadrons provided the bulk
of the motorboat safety courses. Local paddling and sail clubs offered training for their
members and the public. The Fish Commission's programs were still in their infancy.
Today,25 years later, we have a much more coordinated and aggressive boating safety
education program. All groups are working together for safe boating. Students are attending
courses at a record pace. In many areas, instructors cannot keep up with demand.
Voluntary education has proven to be beneficial, and now many people are talking about
making the program mandatory. Once people attend a course, they become aware that the
class was just what they needed to enable them to enjoy their sport fully.
Enforcement is an important component of safe boating. Education works for the boater
concerned for his safety and the safety of others who take to the water, but enforcement is the
only way to ensure the regulation of those among us who continuously disobey the common
tenets of safe boating. One bad boater is enough to create problems for everyone. With the
increase in the number of boats and the addition of new boating waters, the need for more
enforcement is apparent. But the number of law enforcement officers charged with enforcing
boating laws and regulations has not increased in the past 20 years.
The boating safety ordinance enacted by the city of Pittsburgh is an example of what can
happen in reaction to a frustration with current conditions. This ordinance would place
operator age restrictions, require mandatory education, require the wearing of personal
flotation devices and create a two-mile-long slow, no-wake zone on the Three Rivers at the
Point.
City officials are concerned with the safety of their residents. The inability of local and
state governments to provide an adequate level of law enforcement seems to be the underlying
reason for the call for these regulations. The city does not have jurisdiction over boating
except to enforce state regulations. However, it can easily be seen what can happen when the
state is not responsive to local needs.
What can be done to make the situation better? Whether we like it or not, mandatory
education may becoming. Despite the number of people taking courses voluntarily, mandating a minimum knowledge of boating rules, regulations and boating safety seems to be the
wave of the future. More and more states are enacting mandatory education statutes. Today,
16 states have education standards. The verdict is still out whether these requirements have
any impact on safety, but the argument is that even a little bit may help and that it can't hurt.
More enforcement officers need to be put on the water during peak periods. At one time an
officer could,through judicious use of deputies,cover several boating waters. Today,this is
simply not possible. Not only can they not cover more than one area, but many areas need two
or three officers to provide coverage over critical periods. Volunteer deputies have been a
tremendous help, and without them we could not have gone this far with our program. But we
can no longer rely on volunteers if we are to improve law enforcement coverage. The training
and expertise needed are just too involved.
The boating deputy has progressed a long way since the early days of boating. He is welltrained and motivated. Properly used during the peak of the boating season, he can continue to
be invaluable in boating safety enforcement. It's time we pay our deputies a decent wage to
have them available when needed the most.
None of these improvements will come without cost. The boat registration fee, which is the
base for all our programs, has not increased since first established in 1963. For 27 years the
Commission has been attempting to run a program on inadequate funding. Despite our efforts,
we have not been successful in obtaining even a modest increase in fees. Today, registration
fees should be $16 and $24, allowing for increases represented by the consumer price index.
The Commission has proposed modest increases of only $10 or $15. Many of you have
expressed support for these fees, telling us that it costs that much to fill up a gas can or buy a
few fishing lures.
The boaters of the Commonwealth must let their state senators and representatives know
that they support a fee increase. We will again be approaching the Legislature with a fee
increase package. A fee increase is essential by 1992 to maintain current programs. If one is
not received, the progress made in boating safety will slip. If it does slip, we will surely face
further boat operation restrictions.
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This issue's wraparound cover shows the Pittsburgh skyline and the Allegheny
River aglow. This busy boating area has hundreds of amazing stories, one of
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The Sternwheeler
A Family Affair
by Bill and Bert Schill
photos by the authors

The heyday of the stemwheelers belongs to a nostalgic era
when the huge floating palaces plied the rivers, creating
glamorous adventure in travel. The sternwheelers included
boats like the Cotton Blossom,a replica built by MGM for the
movie "Show Boat." Today,relatively few paddleboats are in
operation. Most are used for sightseeing, sunset dinner cruises
and private charter.
There is a totally different aspect of sternwheeling. There
are people who have built their own boats and use them for
either full-time living aboard or as summer homes. The 50foot Julia Ann is such a vessel, owned by Dave and Diane
Small, who live in Pittsburgh.
A construction painter, Dave was working in Alabama and
whenever he had an opportunity, went fishing with his
buddies. This sparked his interest in boating,so that when the
job was completed and he returned home,he decided he would
like to spend more time on the water. He told Diane that he'd
like to have a boat, something they could use to take the kids
fishing and water skiing.
Diane's reply was,"Go ahead. You should be able to find
something at Sears."
Having something larger in mind, he bought a runabout and
berthed it on the Allegheny River above Pittsburgh. In
November 1986, after using the boat for a year, Jack Bedeck,a
life-long friend, asked whether Dave would be interested in
helping him build a sternwheeler. Bedeck,a draftsman who
had some nautical skills and who built his own sternwheeler,
had been asked by a man from West Virginia to build one.
In December, the man became ill and was unable to use the
boat,so Dave, having put in so much time working on the
boat, was offered the opportunity to purchase it. Thus began
his love affair with the sternwheeler.

New project,spare time
Every spare moment went into working on this new project.
Bedeck had already experienced various mistakes in building
his own sternwheeler,so he was able to improve the design
and carry out the changes on Dave's boat so that it all came
together successfully. Everything was heavy duty. The hull
was made of steel and the house, or cabin, was set down in the
hull instead of resting on the flat deck. Some boats are built
with the house section built flush with the
deck, which gives the boats the appearance
of being top-heavy and in danger of
turning over if they attempted to turn
sharply.
Dave commented on the stability of his
boat: "I have been out on the rivers in
some really wild storms and have all the
confidence in the world in my boat. It is
small enough that my daughter, Amy,and I
can handle it, or I can take it out by myself
with no problems."

Built from scratch
This sternwheeler was not built by going
to lumber yards or marine outfitters and
just purchasing whatever was needed.
erything aboard was built from scratch, or
from all sorts of factory discards. The 350
engine rests on a rigid frame of channel
hit .Ieo right): Drive, Jr.; Amy; Dare,

and Ilinne.
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iron that Dave welded together. The steering block was
obtained from a Mack truck, and the sheaves and feed belts to
operate the driving wheels came from an ammonia compressor
that had been junked.
The initial and biggest challenge was getting the boat
running, and until that was accomplished, Dave felt the
fmishing touches and small refinements could wait. Cutting
12 paddles,eight feet long by 12 inches wide,from one-inch
oak,for the 10-foot diameter sternwheel was a crucial operation because each paddle had to be cut carefully and evenly to
have the wheel rotate smoothly.

Organized confusion
In the spring of 1987,the boat went into the water and the
day before Easter of 1988,the Julia Ann made her maiden
voyage. On this trip, Dave,a few friends, Bedeck and his son
took her out. Having no throttle or
transmission,two fellows stayed in the
engine room,one acting as the transmission and the other as the throttle.
They yelled back and forth from the
pilot house to the engine room when
they wanted a little more gas or to put it
in gear. Even with all this organized
confusion,they made the run without
trouble and arrived back to decide that
the Julia Ann would do all right.
Eventually, state-of-the-art controls and
electronics were added.
Diane helped with the painting and
with installing the insulation in the
exterior walls and ceiling. The pilot
house was completed last year and the carpeting was laid in
the cabin. A water system has yet to be installed and the
shower room still needs to be finished.
When it came to working on the galley and dining area,
Dave heard that a relative was gutting a house and didn't want
the knotty pine paneling,so it ended up in the galley. The
cabinets came from another relative who was enlarging and
changing the decor of his home.
For cooking facilities, Diane uses a toaster oven and an
electric fry pan. They also have a propane grill on the upper
deck that they use when they have more people aboard.
The boat sleeps six comfortably, but they often invite family
members,friends and their children's friends to go along on
their cruises down river.
The Julia Ann carries 70 gallons of water and 140 gallons of
fuel. When cruising at about eight miles an hour, she gets
1 V2 miles to the gallon.

Family fun
This 50-foot by 13-foot boat not only serves as the Small's
summer home, but they think it is a way of having the entire
family participate in a fun activity. Diane said,"By being on
the boat during the summer, we know where our children are
and with whom they are spending their time. This, we feel, is
a big plus."
Dave,Jr., 11 years old, told us,"I like to go places on the
boat because I can fish and make new friends when we travel
on the river."

6
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Their 13-year-old daughter,Amy,enjoys the 175-mile cruise
to Marietta, Ohio. Not only do they pass through seven locks,
but she likes to take part in the activities in the towns along the
way where they make stops. They attend flea markets and
visit antique shops, and wherever a regatta is held, there is
usually entertainment and country music to enjoy.
Anchoring along the Ohio River for overnight stops is just
like camping,except they stay aboard. They fish, swim and
enjoy the scenery as they leisurely cruise, usually alone, but
sometimes in company with other sternwheelers going to
regattas.
The Smalls take part in various sternwheel races that are
held all along the river from Pittsburgh to Marietta. There are
various classes of entries according to size, with at least five
regattas held in the Pittsburgh area. Dave has won a championship class race and was awarded gilded antlers to carry on
his pilot house. The awarding
of golden antlers is a
carryover from the early days
of sternwheel racing on the
Mississippi River.

In Pittsburgh
When the Smalls aren't
cruising 100 miles up the
Monongahela River or down
the Ohio,they idle around the
Point State Park area. There
is always something interesting happening, and while they
picnic on their front deck,
they can watch the Gateway
Clipper Fleet of large sightseeing sternwheelers berthed at
Station Square, a complex of boutiques, restaurants and an
outdoor museum at the base of the Sheraton Hotel.
The Smalls said they never tire of watching the cars of the
Monongahela and Duquesne Inclined Planes, dating from the
1870s. The cars carry visitors up and down the tracks from the
river level to the heights of Mt. Washington, where there is a
splendid panoramic view of Pittsburgh.
Point State Park, with its sparkling fountain, is the site of the
Fort Pitt Blockhouse and hosts many festivals throughout the
year. It is also the staging area for sternwheel regattas and
speedboat races.
Three Rivers Stadium and Clemente Walk,along the
Allegheny River, plus a myriad of bridges are all ingredients
the Smalls enjoy as they spend the summer on the water.
The Golden Triangle ablaze with lights at night is an
exciting sight for the Smalls when the Julia Ann returns from
down river, rounds the bend of the Ohio and heads toward
home.
Dave combined the names of his grandmother, Julia, and his
mother, Ann,to give this sternwheeler her name, and with
Diane, Dave, Dave,Jr., and Amy completely involved with
their floating summer home,the Julia Ann is truly a family
affair.

CI

For information on building a private sternwheeler, contact
Dave Small,814 Vista Street, Pittsburgh,PA 15212. For
information on cruising in a sternwheeler, contact Beth
Kraemer, Gateway Clipper Fleet,9Station Square Dock,
Pittsburgh,PA 15219. Phone: (412)355-7980.
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Now you have mastered getting up on water
skis and you can skim along the surface
of the water with the feeling of conquest
andfreedom. You feela spirit ofexhilaration.
The more often you attain skiing position
and gain experience skimming over the
waves,the more commonplace it becomes
and the exhilarating feelings begin to fade.
You are overtaken with a mood of quiet
boredom and yourlower back begins to ache.
Along with that, all the coaches and fans
who were cheering from the boat now have
nofurther instructions. The reading materials
you've collected do not tell you why your
back hurts or how to improve and advance
in your new-found sport. The question that
you now have is,"What's next?"

Correct body position
The first thing you want to do is correct
your body position to alleviate the lower
back pain. This pain is a result of bending at the waist and letting your upper body
lean forward, a common mistake of beginning skiers. You also may have your
legs too straight rather than bent slightly.
You need to raise your head and shoulders,straightening your back as though you
were standing normally. As you straighten
up,move your lower body forward so that
your heels are directly under your buttocks
and the knees are slightly bent. This position will soon become very comfortable
and the backache will disappear. This
position is also the first step to master to
begin crossing the wake and handling rough
water.
Another problem that beginning skiers
encounter is not being able to move to the
right or left. After getting straightened up,
you need to make sure that the skis are flat
on the water. A quick look at the skis might
show that you are skiing on both inside edges
of your skis. Another name for this is the
"snowplow position"in snow skiing. The
skier has his knees together and his feet
shoulder-width apart, which sets the skis
on an angle with the inside edge pushing
down in the water.
With the skis in this position, the skier
is constantly pushing againstthe water with
each ski in opposite directions. This obviously does not allow for easy movement
in any direction. The cure for this problem
is to spread yourlegs by separating the knees,
allowing the skis to sit flat on the water and
glide easily. The skis should still be only
shoulder-width apart and the knees should
be slightly bent.

Waves, rough water
Waves and rough water can be a probFrank "Shorty" Wilcox

lem for beginning skiers. Several small,
rolling waves can send the novice into
uncontrollable bounces and loss of body
position. Waves and rough water are not
to be feared or thought of as unconquerable. Youjust have to keep the knees bent
and flexible. The knees can act as shock
absorbers over the rollers,or waves. Skiers
refer to waves as"rollers" because oftheir
movementand appearance ofrolling along.
A roller has a high spot and a low spot. You
can flex your knees in a bent position as
you go over the crests or high spots, and
straighten or extend the knees as you go
into the troughs or low spots.
This is similar to a snow skier's using
the legs to extend and flex over the bumps.
If a skier stiffens the legs to cross waves,
it creates resistance and causes the skis to
bounce offthe slope ofthe wave.Remember
the basic position with the knees bent,and
stay flexible.

Turning
Now you want to move to the right and
left. You begin by slightly shifting your
weight to the ski on the side of the direction you wish to go. You need to turn the
shovel(the front or curved end)of the ski
gently in the direction that you want to go.
You can also edge the skisjust as it is done
in snow skiing by pointing your knees in
the desired direction. This should slightly
turn your ankles,slanting the inside edges
of the skis into the water. By keeping the
skis parallel and on edge,you move faster
and easier, allowing for smooth and quick
Wins.

Boat wake
The boat wake is usually a milestone for
every skier. The wake is the wave left behind
by the tow boat as it pushes through the
water. There are two of these waves extending from the boat stern to each side of
the skier in a "V." These two waves act
as barriers that can become a beginning
skier's prison until you can find the way
in and out.
A skier needs first to get over the fear
of the wake. This is done by conquering
it. Remember that you are bound to fall
during the learning process. Normally,the
falls are not painful and are sometimesfun.
Getting out ofthe wake demands the good
body position and the turning ability as
described earlier. With these two basics
and the determination to cross over the wake
without shying away,you are ready to start.
As the skier turns to go over and down
the slope ofthe wake,he can't change his
mind. There is an increase in speed as you

Fuss Gettig

drop over the edge. The most important
techniques are to keep your body centered
over your feet and keep the skis together.
The speed increase is not that great and you
will slow down just as soon as you reach
the flat water outside the wake.
Most skiers tend to lean back in fear of
the speed or they lean forward as the speed
increases, both resulting in a loss of balance and a fall. If a skier does not keep
the skis tracking together,he will find that
one skiremains inside the wake,drags behind
and is pulled off causing a fall. Remember to keep your balance and steadily move
outside the wake,keeping the skis together.
Coming back inside the wake is a little
harder. The skier needs again to keep the
skis together and remain balanced. The
important thing to do is turn the shovel of
the skis toward the wake and have enough
speed to get up and over the wake. If you
try to go over the wake sideways or sneak
over the wake,you'll find that the crest of
the wake will roll onto your ski and knock
you over. If you don't have enough speed
built up, you will just ride up against the
wake and bounce off of it.
The procedure is to move outside the wake
about 15 feet. Decide that you are ready
to cross,turn the skis,center your body over
your feet with the skis together and move
in and over the wake. You can't shy away
from it. Wakes must be handled with some
force and determination.
These hints can assist you in finding many
hours of fun and success at water skiing.
By mastering these skills, you will be
developing the necessary fundamentals that
are the basics to all of the more
if
advanced levels of water skiing.
Fall 1990 Boat Pennsylvania
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Knot Magic
for Canoeists
by Cliff Jacobson
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Around the bend you see the dancing
horsetails of"the rapid." Inspection
from shore indicates that with care
it's runnable. Begin far left, cross to
the center when you clear the
Volkswagen-size boulder, then ferry
right to the clear channel near shore.
Easy as pie.
For safety's sake, you position one
team below the drop with throwing
lines to fetch anyone who wipes out.
Then you and your partner make the
first descent. Seconds later, it's over:
You ride 'em high and dry,"like a
yellow leaf in autumn." Proudly you
ferry into a quiet eddy to watch the
show that will follow—and to serve as
rescue boat, if necessary.
A splash of green tells you the next
boat is on its way. Soon the craft is in
full view, on target for the right turn.
But the bow paddler draws too soon
and the canoe broadsides into the
mid-stream boulder. Capsize!
Suddenly, paddlers and gear are
immersed in the icy grip
of moving water.
You scan the rapid for the blazegold of lifejackets. "There,over
there!" Someone yells. Okay! Jim's
got the throwing line and Sue is
climbing ashore. The canoe?
Where'
ll the canoe!
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Then you see it. The dull-green Royalex canoe is peeled against the car-sized
rock, belly-up to the raging current. A
nauseating feeling erupts from the pit of
your stomach: Even with the help offive
friends,salvaging this canoe won't be easy.
You should've brought some rescue gear!
The adrenalin rush is over and you gather
the crew for instructions. On hand is a float
bag with 60feet of polypropylene,two 50foot coils of3/8-inch nylon utility rope,and
a hank ofparachute cord. "Wish there were
some aluminum carabiners or rescue pulleys," you mutter. It'll be tough to rig a
"Z-drag" without them.
First step is to get a rope around the hull—
fortunately,a half-submerged log provides
a bridge. Minutes later, the green hull is
ringed with nylon. Two half-hitches(figure 1)secure the loop and keep things tight.
On shore you loop your longest rope
around a shoreline tree that's parallel to the
wrapped canoe. Whoops,the rope is too
short; you need another50feet. No problem:
a double sheetbend (figure 3C)joins the
two ropes with a non-slip knot you can easily
remove later.
Next you rig a multiple "power cinch"
as illustrated in figure 2-7,positioning the
loop at (a) as far down the main line as
possible. If you need more working length
or want to change the direction of pull, you
can install a sliding Prussik loop(figure 4)
on the taut rope body. The"Z-drag" system doubles the mechanical advantage and
allows you to apply force at an angle to the
pinned canoe. Things would go easier if
you could substitute nylon pulleys and
aluminum carabinersfor the rope loops. Oh
well, wishing won't get the job done.
On signal,everyone grabs the haulback
line and pulls. Seconds later,the canoe pops
free,like a cookiefrom a mold. The powercinch saved the day!

Figure 1

a. One half-hitch

b. Two half-hitches

c. Two slippery
half-hitches
and a round turn

Other uses of the power cinch
Use the power cinch (also called the
"trucker's knot")tocartop yourcanoe(figure
2,steps 1-6)and whenever you need to rig
a tight line in camp. A single loop on the
main line, as shown in figure 2, step 4,
provides all the mechanical advantage you
need. You should resort to the"twin loop"
(figure 2,step 7)set-up only for maximum
power or to change the direction of pull.
For absolute security when cartopping,
complete the hitch with two half-hitches
as illustrated in figure 1. Or finish with a
"slippery"(quick-release)loop as suggested
in figure 2,step 6.
Use the versatile power-cinch whenever
you need a secure lashing that won't work
Art Michaels

illustrations- George Lawnish
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Figure 2
The Power Cinch (Trucker's Hitch)

loose. A lot of Canadian bush pilots use
this hitch to tie canoes onto the floats of
their airplanes.

Tips for the Prussik loop
When no load is applied,the Prussik slides
easily along a tight rope. But pull the loop
firmly at right angles to the rope and itjams
solidly. Mountaineers use this simple knot
as a stirrup to ascend a vertical rope, sliding it forward as they climb.
Use the Prussik for tuning the Z-drag of
a rescue system,or whenever you need to
attach a second line to a tight rope. Prussicks provide convenient hand-holds for
pulling a rescue line. They also come in
handy for storm-proofing tents and rigging
rain tarps in camp.

Sheetbend
tighten loop

as a multiple pulley

Figure 4
Prussik Loop
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tight rope

Use the sheetbend to tie two ropes together. It works great,even when rope sizes
and materials differ greatly.
Some years ago, a friend won five dollars when he fixed a broken water ski tow
rope with this bend. When the line snapped,
the ski-boat captain bet my friend he couldn't
tie the two ends of the slick polypropylene
rope back together tightly enough to hold.
My friend won the bet and skied the remainder of the day on the repaired line.
It's important that the bitter(free) ends
of the sheetbend be on the same side, as
illustrated, otherwise the knot will be unreliable. If you want the knot to release
instantly (as for a clothesline),end it with
a quick-release (slippery) half-hitch (figure 3B).
For greater security, especially in plastic rope, use the double sheetbend, illustrated in figure 3C. It's the same as the single
version but with an extra coil around the
standing loop.

Bowline
Captain John Smith (1627)considered
the bowline one of the three most important knots aboard ship—the other two were
the(now seldom used)sheepshank and wall
knot.
The bowline is a very secure knot that
won't slip, regardless of the load applied.
It is the most important knot for mountaineering and rescue work. The bowline
is the knot to use whenever you want to
put a nonslip loop on the end of a line—
as when attaching a rope to the towing link
of a canoe, or around your waist. The
bowline comes apart easily, even after it
has been subjected to a heavy load.
For complete security, especially in
slippery plastic ropes, finish the bowline
with two half-hitches around the loop, as
illustrated in figure 5B. This "improved"
bowline is sometimes called the "locking
bowline."
Outdoors handbooks define dozens of
knots,few of which you'll ever use. Learn
these basic four—two half-hitches, power
cinch,sheetbend,and bowline—and you'll
be well-prepared for any canoeing or
camping emergency.

Figure 3

single
sheet bend

pull to
release

quick-release
(slippery) half-hitch

CliffJacobson's newest book is The
Basic Essentials of Knots for the
Outdoors, published by ICS Books,Inc.

double sheet bend
Figure 5
Bowline

Belt and
suspenders
people
will apply
two tight
half-hitches

locking
bowline

illustrations- George Lavanish
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by Richard A. DeBlasio
photos by the author
If you plan to build your own dock, or if you find it necessary
to repair or expand an existing one, you may want to take a
close look at those 55-gallon industrial-type drums you
acquired from the local industry.
Often used as flotation vessels, drums are commonly fitted
into cradles beneath river docks to accept water level fluctuations. But the remaining contents in discarded drums,even
small quantities, can
unknowingly present
health, physical or
environmental hazards.
Drums are used
primarily in industry as
containers for a wide
variety of chemicals.
These chemicals can
be flammable or
corrosive, or they can
react with water and
other chemicals. In
addition, these types of
chemicals are almost
always toxic.

Health hazards
Exposure to toxic chemicals is the primary concern to dock
builders. When using drums for docks,chemicals can spill or
leak from drums when they are moved,stored or placed in the
water. Deteriorating or rusty steel drums can also release their
contents, as can drums that are damaged or punctured.
Chemicals can enter the unprotected body by inhalation, skin
14
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absorption, ingestion, or through an open wound. If this
happens, hazardous chemicals can affect the body in many
ways,such as simple skin irritations, dizziness and death.
Depending on the chemical, its concentration and the route of
entry into the body, toxic chemicals can cause immediate or
longer-term effects on the body.

Physical hazards
Chemicals can also present physical hazards. Some
chemicals from leaking drums can ignite or explode when
mixed with water or with other chemicals. Mixing chemicals
can also result in the production of additional hazardous
substances. Flammable substances can ignite easily from a
spark, or they can be shock-sensitive. That is, they can explode
from the slightest movement or friction.
Beware of bulging drums! These drums may have built up
pressure inside and can be extremely hazardous. Do not use
drums that may be under internal pressure.

Environmental hazards
There are also environmental hazards associated with
chemicals. Vegetation and aquatic life can be affected.
Chemicals that contaminate waterways may be ingested by
fish, which may become sick or die. If the chemical accumulates in the fish and that fish is caught and eaten, the contaminant can be transferred to humans.
Fortunately, there are ways to identify potential ha7Ards
inside the drums you select for your dock. The Occupational
Safety and Health Act(OSHA)requires that all chemical
containers used by industry be labeled with the name of the
chemical, the manufacturer's name and address, and the

appropriate hazard warnings.
Select drums that are in fairly good condition and not rusted
or beyond recognition. Look for identification labels on
drums. The general label should tell you something about its
contents. Some industries clean their drums. Look for drums
that are marked "cleaned," indicating that their contents have
been thoroughly emptied.

Chemical hazard labels
There are two labeling systems widely used by industries to
identify specific hazards associated with chemical containers,
including drums. The National Fire Protection Association
(NFPA)developed one of these labeling systems in 1957. The
NFPA Hazard Identification System uses numbers and colors
on a label consisting of four diamond-shaped sections. Three
of these diamonds are colored—blue (health), red (flammability), and yellow (reactivity). The fourth diamond is blank, or
white, and is reserved for unique hazards such as waterreactive or radioactive materials.
Using a 0 to 4 rating system, with 0 the least hazardous and
4 the most, appropriate numbers are placed in the corresponding colored diamonds.
For example, if you see a drum with an NFPA label and the
red diamond contains a 4,the chemical inside is extremely
flammable. Even if the drum seems empty,flammable vapors
could still be present.
Another widely used hazard identification system is the

Hazardous Materials Information System (HMIS). The HMIS
label uses the same colors and numbers as the NFPA. The
major differences between the NFPA and HMIS labeling
systems are their shape(HMIS is rectangular) and the special
hazard section. The white, or blank, section of the HMIS
system uses alphabetical designations to identify the specific
personal equipment that should be worn when handling a
particular chemical.
The Department of Transportation(DOT)also requires a
label to be affixed on all containers that it classes hazardous
and that are transported by truck, rail or air. The DOT label is
also diamond-shaped, but it identifies only the major hazard of
a container. If you have purchased a battery for your boat or
automobile recently, the box it came in contained a DOT
corrosive label. Although a DOT label does not rate specific
hazards, it can give you a good idea about the background of
the drum.
Recently the Fish Commission had to investigate a stack of
steel industrial drums that were going to be used for boat
docks. The top of one of the drums was open and leaking a
resin-like substance. The label that OSHA requires on drums
in the workplace identified its contents as Tyrifil, and noted
that it is "harmful if inhaled and may cause eye and skin
irritations." In this instance, the manufacturer, whose name
appeared on the label, was contacted for more information on
how to handle and dispose of the drum and its contents.
Not all drums contain hazardous chemicals, but because
much of
Pennsylvania
lies in what is
sometimes
called the
"Industrial
Belt," it is a
good idea to
investigate the
former contents
of drums before
you use them
for your docks.

Drum
Alternatives

These are typical drums used in docks. Choose drums that are
in good condition and not rusted beyond recognition. Lookfor
identification labels on drums. Some industries clean their
drums. Lookfor drums marked "cleaned." This shows that
the drum contents have been thoroughly emptied.

There are
alternatives to
using 55-gallon
drums for docks
where water
fluctuations are
a concern.
There are
plastic interlocking docks
available
commercially,
or 55-gallon plastic drums most often used in the food industry
to ship items. The plastic food drums are an excellent choice
because they are lightweight, rugged, and serve the same
purpose as the steel chemical drums. Some docks also employ
massive pieces of styrofoam for flotation.

cf
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Get Help from the Coast Guard
b Art Michael

InL,

Dick Bergen picks up the phone.
"Can you answer a question?"
A distant,timid caller asks. "Ijust
bought a boat,and I mostly cruise
Lake Erie. I know there's a law
about having lifejackets aboard my
boat. What do I need on my boat
to meet Coast Guard requirements?"
Bergen's heard thousands of
similar calls. He heads the U.S.
Coast Guard Boating Safety
Hotline, located at Coast Guard
headquarters in Washington,D.C.
This call is typical of more than
16,000 calls that the Coast Guard
Boating Safety Hotline received
in 1989, and Bergen expects to
receive more than 25,000 in 1990.
"Mostofthe time,"Bergen says,
"callers are those who have just
bought a boat for the first time.
These people, including anglers,
cruisers and sailors, want to know
how they can meet federal requirements aboard their boats.
"They're really brand new at this.
I once got a call from someone at
a dock asking me,'how can!get
this thing(boat)in and out of the
slip?' That's a novice!"
Bergen sends many new boaters "the kit," a package of materials that gives new boaters a basic,
general overview ofopportunities
and sources.
Bergen notes that last summer
more experienced boaters called
than ever before during the hotline's
five-year history. These more
seasoned boaters sought information on how to become more
skillful boaters.
The hotline operators keep track
of these kinds of trends and the
diversity ofrequests by manually
logging information on who calls
and why. They analyze the information weekly to see ifthe Coast
Guard has available the kind of
information boaters want.

At Michaels

Consumer Fact Sheets
This part ofthe hotline produces the Coast
16
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Guard"Consumer Fact Sheets,"
short,practical publications that
focus on specific topics.
"We developed the
formatfor the factsheets
because the hotline
helps us identify and

react
quickly
to boaters' needs. When we review
the call logs, we can quickly produce the
information that boaters want,"Bergen says.
"When someone calls and asks a technical question or wants information about
Coast Guard policy, we send a fact sheet,
if one is available on the topic of the inquiry, with other appropriate published
materials."
Recently the hotline has received frequent
calls on PFDs, boat registration, marine
sanitation devices, how to import a boat,
capacity ratings,sources of boating safety
education, and CMEs (Courtesy Marine
Examinations). The Coast Guard has
published Consumer FactSheetson all these
topics.
"We currently average about 120 to 150
calls a day year-round," Bergen says.
"Fridays and Mondays are the busiest days,
and we handle even more calls then.
"-The number ofcalls is slowly butsteadily
increasing. When the hotline began in 1986,
we would be lucky to get 20 calls on the
busiest days."
Bergen says that most callers are from
Florida,southern California,and the Great
Lakes states, which include Pennsylvania,
and he notes thatsummer is the busiest time.
The hotline receives about 800 calls each
monthfrom the Great Lakes states,and some
100calls every month from Pennsylvania.
Bergen says that the number ofcalls from
different areas varies proportionally with
the numbers of boats registered in those
areas.

began the hotline,"
Bergen says. "At
the same time we
started the hotline,
a TV show in
Chicago broadcast an announcement of a
recall,mentioning
the hotline. Right
away we began to
receive callsfrom
owners—all
'hits,' as we call
t h em—boat
owners alerted
that their boats
were involved in
a recall."
Owners are an
excellent source of information for problems on their boats that could be safety
defects, so Bergen encourages boaters to
call in to learn if their boats are involved
in a safety recall or to report a safety defect that could lead to a recall.
In these cases, if the Coast Guard determines that the defect affects the boater's
safety,it orders the manufacturer to recall
the units and correct the defect.

TLE
Defect notification program
Fueling the Coast Guard's fact sheets is
only one hotline goal. "The primary reason we set up the hotline was to exchange
information with boaters on safety defects
in boats. One ofour missions is to let boaters
know whether or not their boats have been
named in a safety recall," Bergen says.
"The Coast Guard has set a notification
rate goal for manufacturers of80 percent.
But in larger recalls a defect may involve
10,000 or 12,000 units or more. We worked
on one recently that involved 86,000 outboard motors," Bergen says.
He explains that manufacturers aren't
always able to notify owners ofa recall by
mail because fmding boat owners can be
difficult, especially if a boat has been on
the market for three years or longer. The
hotline is one way the Coast Guard cooperates with manufacturers and helps to
achieve that notification rate goal.
The hotline's recall data is computerized,
so hodine operatorscan immediately provide
callers with accurate,current information.
"Organizing the recall data this way was
the best thing that happened when we first

Hotline history
Bergen proposed the hotline in 1985
because in the late 1970s the BOSDETS
(boating safety detachments)were axed by
budget cuts. BOSDETS included Coast
Guard boarding officers trained as education
officers rather than law enforcement officers.
In each Coast Guard district they metface
to face with boaters,distributing information
and answering questions.
While Bergen considered new ways to
get safety information out to boaters,he met
with his counterparts in other federal and
state agencies to learn what they were doing.
He got the idea ofa boating safety hotline
from the National Highway Traffic Safety
Fall 1990 Boat Pennsylvania
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Dick Bergen, creator and
smervisor ofthe Coast
Guard Hotline: "All in
all; the hiitline is an
inexpensive yet effective
way to accomplish a
mammoth job."
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Administration (NHTSA), which started
an auto safety hotline in 1974.
Bergen realized that a hotline would be
an effective way for the Coast Guard to get
the information out. He knew that in many
parts of the country it's not easy to get
information to boaters on Coast Guard
regulations and safety topics.
In 1986 the hotline began as a three-month
experiment, and then it became a permanent part of the Coast Guard Consumer
Affairs Program.
In addition to Bergen,the hotline has two
well-trained operators. Bergen oversees
the hotline, develops procedures, creates
protocolsfor new calls,and defines reference
materials suggested by hotline calls. Another
staffer correlates the hotline call log information,and then with that data researches
and writes the Consumer Fact Sheets.
Bergen's plans for the hotline's future
are specific. Says Bergen: "We'd like to
strengthen the public's understanding and
awareness of the defect notification pro18
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gram. We're notgetting as much information
from owners as we'd like, and only about
25 percent ofthe boaters who call are aware
of what we're here for. Only a small percentage ofthose boaters calls to report safety
problems with their boats or to see if their
boats have been named in recalls.
"We're working to do a lot more than
just sit here and handle calls," says Bergen.
"Another hotline plus is that it currently
gives boaters an identifiable point that they
can contact with requests for information
or with complaints about a Coast Guard
policy or regulation."
In addition to expanding the recall program and service to boaters who call in,
Bergen would like to augment the hotline
to include other Coast Guard services. The
hotline receives calls on commercial licensing and towing services, and Bergen
would like the hotline to provide information
on these topics.
"Maybe someday we'll change the name

to'consumer hotline,' notjust'boating safety
hotline," he says.
"There are cost benefit methods and tools
ofanalyses for 800 numbers,"Bergen says,
"but you wind up assigning an arbitrary value
on a life. In one year, for instance, we
informed 50people that their boats had safety
defects they did not know about, and we
ordered manufacturers to fix several defects
after receiving hotline reports from owners."
Do these safety
benefits help
Q tJ
justify the
EILIEI
O1:1E1
of
the
cost
hotline? "I
think so," says Bergen,"and as more and
more boaters learn to use the hotline, the
safety benefits will increase.
"All in all, the hotline is an inexpensive
yet effective way to accomplish a mammoth job."
The number? 1-800-368-5647.

Your Inboard/
Outdrive Motor
by Eric B. Burnley
110 or outboard?
In the beginning there was the inboard motor, more reliable
than the sail but too large and heavy for small boats. Then
came the outboard—perfect for small skiffs but not quite
powerful enough for larger runabouts. This was 40 years ago
when most production outboards put out less than 100
horsepower and weighed more than today's 200 horsepower
models.
Boat manufacturers wanted a fast, reliable power plant that
would fit a 20- to 25-foot boat. The engine companies
answered with a marriage between inboard and outboard
engines using the inboard's motor and the outboard's lower
unit. The prodigy from this union suffered some growing
pains during its childhood, but now that it has reached middle
age it has become a safe, reliable friend.
When inboard/outdrive(I/O) motors were first introduced,
they had problems with the mechanism required to raise and
lower the drive and with the knuckle joints connecting the
power plant to the lower unit. Improvements in the hydraulic
system have virtually eliminated the first problem, and proper
maintenance solves the second.
Actually, proper maintenance is the key to trouble-free
operation of any mechanical device, and I/O units are no
exception. The secret to successful maintenance of I/Os is
knowing what you can do yourself and what must be performed by a qualified mechanic. It is best to have all the
service preformed by a qualified mechanic. But this is too
expensive for most of us. The solution is to perform what you
can yourself and save the more complicated procedures for
the qualified mechanic.

Before you need to worry about maintenance of an I/O unit,
you should decide if this type of power is right for your style
of boating. There are many types of boats in today's market
that work equally well with either I/O or outboard power.
Both types are reliable, they run efficiently and they cost about
the same.
The biggest difference between outboards and I/O power
units is the engine. Outboards use two-cycle motors, and I/Os
use four-cycle motors. Each has unique characteristics. The
two-cycle engine usually has multiple carburetors and reed
valves, and is lubricated by oil mixed with the gasoline. Fourcycle engines normally have a single carburetor, and intake
and exhaust valves that run off a camshaft, and are lubricated
from oil in a pan below the engine. Your automobile engine is
also a four-stroke.
Until a few years ago it was necessary to mix oil and gas
together before running the fuel through a two-cycle outboard.
Today, most outboard motors have a computer-controlled
mixing device to do this job for you. Not only does this
simplify the fueling procedure, gas in the gas tank, oil in the
oil tank, but it also automatically supplies the proper gas/oil
mix at all engine speeds.
Because there is very little difference in owner operation
between an outboard and inboard, owner preference is the
main consideration that helps you decide which kind of motor
you want in your boat.
The go-fast ski boat crowd may choose an I/O because it has
better low-end torque. The bass fishing pro probably picks an
outboard because he or she wants to go fast with a shallowdraft boat and be able to lift the big motor clear out of the
water when using the electric trolling motor.
Fall 1990 Boat Pennsylvania
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Some BO maintenance should be

petformed only by qualified
mechanics. This work includes
servicing the lower unit. 110s may
look alike, but each has special
features and specifications.

Lubrication system
I have owned both outboard and I/O motors, and I've
performed as much maintenance as possible on each kind of
power plant. The primary difference is the lubrication system.
You have to change the oil in an I/O, but you only have to
keep the oil tank full on an outboard. If your I/O is freshwatercooled, you also have to keep the heat exchanger and other
closed cooling system parts working properly.
My current power plant is a 1977 Mercruiser putting out 165
horsepower. It is mounted in a 1966 20-foot Bertram Moppie,
20
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and both are in reasonably good
shape,considering their age.
The engine in my boat is a 232cubic-inch GMC block with a
single-throat Holly carb and
freshwater cooling. It has the oldfashioned ignition system with
points and condenser. Most of the
new models have gone to electronic ignition.
This is my seventh season with
the boat and I have worked
through several problems. I have
also performed much of the
maintenance myself.
The boat had been sitting on the
trailer for a long time when I
bought it, so the first thing I did
was carry it to my local Mercruiser dealer for a complete
checkup. The dealer replaced the
four old rubber hydraulic hoses
with new stainless steel ones,
replaced the raw water pump
impeller and generally gave the
boat a thorough going-over. I
strongly recommend this procedure whenever you buy a used
boat, either outboard or I/O.
That fall and every fall since I
have winterized the motor myself.
This is a simple procedure and I
believe almost anyone can do the
job.
Each spring the boat goes back
to the dealer and the lower unit is
pulled and serviced. This work
includes a check of the gears and shifting mechanism, water
pump impeller and raw water hose plus a complete check and
lubrication of the U-joint. There are many working parts in the
lower unit of an I/O that can only be serviced when the unit is
removed from the boat.
Removal of the lower unit should be done only by a
mechanic trained to service your particular brand of I/O.
Mercruiser, OMC,Cobra, Volvo and Yamaha lower units may
look alike to the untrained eye, but each has special features
and specifications.

Survey results
A survey of commercial fishermen who owned I/O-powered
boats revealed some interesting facts. The satisfaction rate
with the I/O unit was directly linked to preventive maintenance
and willingness to take the unit to a qualified mechanic when
major repairs were required. Those fishermen who performed
routine maintenance on a regular basis and called for help on
the big jobs were very satisfied with their I/O units. Those
who never looked at the engine until it quit running and then
tried to fix everything themselves said I/O units were unreliable.
The biggest drawback to repairing a lower unit yourself is
proper alignment between the unit and the engine. You need
special tools and procedures during removal and reassembly to
ensure this proper alignment. If you are off by even the
slightest amount, it causes increased wear, and failure will
soon follow.

Routine check
Routine maintenance of your I/O should be done every time
you use the motor. Begin by checking the oil in the engine and
the lower unit. If your boat is on a trailer, be certain it is level,
not sitting on a hill or halfway down a launch ramp, which
could cause a false reading of your oil level.
Some lower units can be checked only while the boat is out
of the water and the unit is in the lowered position. Other
models can be checked while the boat is in the water. A check
of your owner's manual gives you the proper procedure for
checking your particular model.
Before I start the engine, while the block is still cold,I
check all my fuel line connections for leaks and wiring
connections for loose fittings, and I generally look and feel
around the motor for anything that might be out of place.
With the engine cover off and the blower running I fire it up
and bring the engine to normal operating temperature before
putting it in gear. While the motor is warming up I inspect it
to be sure nothing is loose and I listen for odd noises that could
signal trouble.

Trailered boats and Ms
This procedure may need some modification if you launch at
a busy ramp. Other folks waiting in line may not appreciate
your cautious approach,so clear the ramp as quickly as
possible and then run slowly until the engine warms.
Never slam the throttle down trying to accelerate like a jack
rabbit. Always apply power in a constant and smooth manner
to save wear and tear on the drive train. This works even in
situations where you need to accelerate quickly, such as
pulling water skiers. Boats, unlike cars, don't spin their
wheels. Their props dig into the water and the engine torque
finds something else to turn when the prop won't spin.
Sensible operation is as much a preventive maintenance
procedure as are regular oil changes.
Back at the dock or with the boat on the trailer, you should
check your oil levels again before buttoning up. If you ran
aground or hit something during the day,check the prop and
lower unit for damage. A bent prop can throw your lower unit
out of line and create vibrations that could cause serious
damage. Replace damaged props immediately.
Trailered boats can be flushed after each use, which is
particularly important if you use your boat in saltwater. Be

careful to maintain constant water pressure when flushing your
motor. A loss of water to the impeller,even for a few moments,can cause damage resulting in insufficient cooling flow
to the motor.
There are several grease fittings on the lower unit that
should be serviced regularly. Check your owner's manual for
their location and recommended type of grease.
The oil reservoir in your hydraulic pump should also be
checked regularly for the proper level. You have to be a
contortionist to check the pump on my Mercruiser, but a low
level indicates a leak in the system, which can cause serious
problems,so I fit myself in there and check it every two or
three trips.
I use my motor often in saltwater, so I spray the engine, all
wires and the hydraulic system with WD-40 after every use.
This displaces the saltwater and seals out further intrusion. A
boat used only in freshwater should be sprayed with a water
displacing oil at least once or twice a season.
These are some of the maintenance procedures I perform on
my boat. I strongly recommend a thorough study of your
owners manual for procedures particular to your I/O unit. In
addition, you should purchase a tune-up and repair manual for
your motor. It can help you service your boat and give
Cf
you valuable trouble-shooting information.

Winter Storage Tips
With winter on the way, many of us will be putting our boats
up for the season. This requires additional service, much if not
all of which can be done by the average boat owner. Here are
some ideas for a proper winterizing job.
V Drain the oil from the motor and from the lower unit.
V Replace the oil filter on the motor.
V Fill the motor and lower unit with oil as recommended in
your owner's manual.
V Replace all fuel filters.
V Lubricate all greased fittings with lubricant, as
recommended in your owner's manual.
V Service the cooling system if the engine is freshwatercooled.
V Run the engine,check for oil or fuel leaks, and spray rust
preventive into the carburetor to protect internal parts.
Follow the instructions on the can and in your owner's
manual.
V Drain all the water from the raw water cooling system.
Replace the plugs and fill the system with a 50/50 mix of
antifreeze and water. Pour it into the system through the
intake hose on the manifold. This prevents rust during
winter storage.
V Remove the batteries and store them inside.
V Remove the propeller and lubricate the shaft.
V Spray the entire motor and lower unit with rust-preventive
oil, such as WD-40, CRC or STP.
Remember that your owner's manual is the key to proper
service and preventive maintenance. If you don't have one
you can order one from the manufacturer. Read it, study it and
follow the instructions for maximum life from your inboard/
outdrive motor.—EBB
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PENNSYLVANIA
COM MISSO/

Dedicated to the sound conservation of
our aquatic resourcew the protection and
management of the state's diversified
fisheries. and the ideals of safe boating and optimum boating opportunities.

Boater's Source
Directory
John Simmons
Fish Commission Bureau ofBoating
Director John Simmons was recently
elected vice president ofNESBAC,the
Northeastern States Boating Administrators Conference. NESBAC includes state
boating law administrators who
promote boating safety and exchange
information. Included are officialsfrom
Connecticut, Delaware, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, New Hampshire,
New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania,
Rhode Island, Vermont and the District
ofColumbia.

File a Float Plan
A float plan serves boatersjust as a flight
plan serves aviators. It should include the
boat's name and registration number,length,
type,color,power,cruising range and speed.
It lists the number of passengers and their
names and addresses. If you trailer a boat,
be sure also to include a description of your
tow vehicle and trailer with license plate
numbers.
The most important information in a float
plan is yourdestination and time ofdeparture,
and the mute and timeofyour planned return.
List the phone numbers ofthe nearest rescue
or enforcement agency. Leave your float
plan with a reliable person, park office or
marina from which you depart,and be sure
to cancel your float plan when you return
to the dock.
22
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Nearly everything a boat owner
might want to know about obtaining
information, particularly on boating
safety,is contained in Boater's Source
Directory, distributed by the BOAT/
U.S. Foundation.
The 29-page pocket-sized booklet
lists names, addresses, telephone
numbers and descriptions ofservices
and publications availablefor more than
100 sources throughout the U.S. and
Canada. Most items are free.
The fact-filled directory contains a
wealth ofinformation on projects such
as where to register a boat, where to
report a boating accident, how to
contact the Coast Guard, how to get
weather information or obtain a free
courtesy marine examination of your
boat, as well as who to call to locate
a nearby boating course or report a
defect in your boat. The publication
also includes handy charts on Coast
Guard equipmentrequirements and the
causes of most boating accidents.
Boater's Source Directory was
written,designed and produced by the
BOAT/U.S. Foundation for Boating
Safety and funded by a grantfrom the
U.S. Coast Guard. Grand funds are
derived from federal marine fuel taxes
paid by boaters and deposited into the
Aquatic Resources Trust Fund established by Congress in 1984.
For a free copy ofBoater's Source
Directory, write to: BOAT/U.S.
Foundation, 880 S. Pickett Street,
Alexandria, VA 22304.
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CURRENTS
Fines Raised

Guide to Waters,
Accesses
Guide to Public Fishing Waters and
Boating Access is a new, updated Commission publication that lists in its first
section all waters open to public fishing,
their length or acreage, nearest town and
predominant species. The second section
lists accesses on lakes,streams and rivers,
travel directions,and descriptions oflaunch
ramps and other facilities.
The 102-page guide is available for $2
postpaid. Send checks or money orders to:
Publications Section,PA Fish Commission,
P.O.Box 1673,Harrisburg,PA 17105-1673.

Three Great Gift Ideas
A gift subscription to Boat Pennsylvania could be perfect for friends and family. Besides being a great stocking stuffer,
here are some other ideas. Be sure to use
the gift subscription form in the center of
this issue.
• Business associates, clients, customers. A gift ofBoatPA will keep your name
positively and repeatedly in clients' and
customers' minds.
• Doctors, dentists. A gift of Boat PA
for a waiting room is a thoughtful way of
saying "thanks" to any health care professional. It's also a fme way to show your
gratitude to a hospital.
• Service people in the armed forces.
When your friends and relatives stationed
far away from home get Boat PA, they'll
think of you,they'll think ofthe sport they
love, and they'll think of home. That's a
great morale booster.

An amendment to the Pennsylvania Fish
and Boat Code has updated the fine structure
for violations offishing and boating laws
and regulations. House bill 650 was signed
into law as Act 1989-102. The law, which
passed with strong support of Pennsylvania sportsmen,means that lawbreakers will
pay higher fines.
Here are the highlights of the bill:
.1 Misuse of waters and property, both
private and Commission-owned—a fine
increased from $25 to $50.
Littering—an increase from $25 to$25
plus $10 per item.
./ A new fine for discarding household
refuse improperly—$50 plus$10 per item.
.1 Fishing without a license—$25 plus
twice the cost ofthe license. For example,
a resident license is $12,so the fine would
be $25 plus $24.
.1 Pollution,stream disturbances,boating
under the influence and reckless operation
of a watercraft—$250 to $5,000 and/or
imprisonment not to exceed 90 days.
Repeat offender apprehended a second time in a single year—the fine is
doubled.
.1 Fleeing or eluding an officer—$100
fine.
.1 Giving false identification—$50fine.
Homicide by watercraft—not less than
$2,500 or more than $10,000 and/or imprisonment not to exceed five years.

Boat PA Volumes
Available
A limited number ofbound copies ofBoat
Pennsylvania volumes 5 and 6 are available. Volumes5 and 6include eight issues
from Winter 1988 through Fall 1989. They
are hardbound in blue with gold-golored
inscription.
Volumes are available on a first-come,
first-served basis. They are available for
$22 each postpaid for current Boat PA
subscribers and $28each for non-subscribers.
When you place your order,please specify
Boat PA volumes 5 and 6. If you're a
subscriber, include your account number
with your order. This number appears
directly above your name on the magazine
mailing label.
Payment must accompany orders. Make
checks payable to Pennsylvania Fish
Commission and send orders to: Fulfillment Section,PA Fish Commission,P.O.
Box 1673, Harrisburg, PA 17105-1673.

Backtalk
Argue with the Fish Commission. Applaud us. Advise us. If you have a question on boating, ask us. The Fish Commission invites readers to write letters to
the editor for publication in this space. Send
correspondence to: The Editor, Boat
Pennsylvania,P.O.Box 1673,Harrisburg,
PA 17105-1673. Letters are edited for clarity
and space considerations.
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WEAR YOUR LIFE JACKET...

IT WON'T LET YOU rhovvish
Conniseion

• .

,

The Commission's 1990 boating safety billboard highlights the lifesaving advantage
of wearing a life jacket. The Pennsylvania Outdoor Advertisers Association donated
100 statewide locations, most of which were in high-traffic places. Tom Buckwalter
and Glenn Schlosser of Whiteco Metrocom,Inc., were instrumental in making this
effort a success.
Fall 1990 Boat Pennsylvania
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by Cheryl Kimerline Hornung

Off Shore
Life Jacket
Type I

Near-Shore Flotation Aid
Type III
Buoyant Vest
Type II

Throwable Device Throwable Device
Type IV
Type IV

There are five different types of personal flotation
devices(PFDs). They come in different sizes and shapes.
Pennsylvania law requires that children under nine and
people who can't swim wear PFDs. Boats under 16
feet need one PFD (any type) for each person. Boats

When boating
always wear a
PFD. If the boat
capsizes. your
PFD would keep
you afloat until
help arrives.
What would
happen if you
were not wearing
a PFD and were
knocked unconscious in a
boating accident?
Draw this
person's PFD by
connecting the
dots by number.

24
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Personal Flotation
Devices

Special Activity
Vest - Type V
only approved for
certain activities

16 feet and over need one wearable PFD (Type I, II
or III) and one throwable PFD (Type IV).

vliiirtvent
z

by Nick Hromiak

Webster's dictionary defines "davit" as
either of a pair of small cranes for
raising and lowering boats. This
defmition is most precise, but davits can
serve another useful purpose for
Pennsylvania boaters.
Ask any boat owner what the most
worrisome feature of maintaining a boat
is, and you'll probably get a variety of
answers. But there's a common concern
for those who secure their boats to
docks or piers.
Wave action and fluctuating water
levels can play havoc with a boat hull
when it's secured to a stationary object.
Boaters who secure their craft next to a
dock usually go to great pains to prevent
hull damage. They line dock sides with
foam, tire pieces, industrial-strength
rubber bumpers, polystyrene buoys,fire
hose and other materials to cushion and
absorb banging and rubbing hulls.
However, not many boaters consider
the use of davits because their primary
use is, as Webster says, to raise or lower
boats from water. Even though they are
not common in Pennsylvania, davits are
primarily used to hoist small boats
aboard larger craft. At shore locations,
heavy duty davits are used to launch and
retrieve pier-side boats for repair or
drydock.
On a smaller scale,some waterfront
homeowners install either poweroperated or manual davits on their
backyard docks to lift their boats from
saltwater to prevent corrosion. In
Florida, these back-bay steel arms are a
common sight.
Most Keystone State boaters find it
hard to justify the high cost of these
often commercially produced devices.
For a fraction of the commercial cost,
boat owners can enjoy similar but
modified davit benefits. By contacting a
local welding company,some of which
offer mobile welding services, your
requirements should be explained in
detail, and an estimate obtained.

Davits on the Lehigh?

Davit deviser Ron Neimeyer hoists a counterweight,part ofthe davit system.

One Pennsylvania boater who saw
such a need was Lehigh County Sheriff
Ron Neimeyer. The sheriff implemented
the davit idea on the Lehigh River in
Allentown,on which he lives. Because
of the wakes produced by passing boats
in front of his riverside residence, and
the fluctuating river level, his new
powerboat was taking a beating despite
efforts to cushion the blows with a
Fall 1990 Boat Pennsylvania
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variety of material—none of which
offered significant protection for his
costly fiberglass runabout.
The davit idea struck him while he
was visiting his son in Florida. When he
returned to Allentown, Sheriff Neimeyer
contacted an old friend, Dick Nash,
owner of Nash Welding in Allentown.
After explaining his idea to Nash,the
professional welder measured not only
the entire length of the sheriff's boat,
but also the distance from the dock to
the center of the boat. To this he added
an extra three feet for spacing from the
dock wall to the edge of the boat. This
measurement is important because it
determines the distance the davits have
to extend outward over the water to
secure the bow and stern ends of the
boat. According to Sheriff Neimeyer,
there's no amount of waves or size of
wave that could push his boat back into
the dock wall with the added space.

Fabrication
With these measurements in hand,
Nash fabricated the davits using a photo
the sheriff took of one in Florida as a
design example. The fabrication was
done in Nash's shop. The davits
consisted of angle iron and square
tubing, which provide superior strength
characteristics compared to round stock.
Nash also pre-drilled holes for the
26
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installation of pulleys and to fasten the
davits to the concrete dock.
The davits were transported to the

location for installation. The bases of
the davits contain lengths of flat stock to
provide lateral support. Holes were
drilled into the concrete dock and
masonry anchors were inserted. Fourand-a-half-inch by half-inch bolts were
then inserted through the davit bases and
screwed into the threaded masonry
anchors. Each bolt is rated for 2,000
pounds and costs $2 each. Four bolts
per davit were used. These would be
sufficient for each 40-pound davit,
according to Nash.
Nash also pointed out that the davits
he made for the sheriff can easily
support a boat up to 24 feet long.
"Remember, you're not lifting or
hoisting the boat, only securing it, so
there's no great need to build a set of
davits like the Brooklyn Bridge,"
offered Nash.
Once the davits were in place, the
sheriff installed a simple pulley system
on each davit and counterbalanced each
with a heavy chunk of scrap iron. He
purchased the pulleys at a hardware
store and the iron at a local scrap yard.
Concrete weights molded in bleach
bottles or coffee cans, or even boat
anchors, can be used for counterbalance.
The choice depends on one's budget or

creativity. The counterbalancing allows
the boat to ride the waves or water
levels, atop fluctuating water levels and
choppy water. More importantly, they
assist in keeping the hull out and away
from the potentially damaging concrete
wall.
When the sheriff is ready to use his
boat, he pulls a looped piece of davit
rope that brings the boat closer to the
dock for boarding. The rope is the type
used for flags on flag poles. It is a
solid-braid nylon, available at marine
dealers and hardware stores. According
to Neimeyer, that kind of rope lasts
longer than ordinary cotton sash cord,
which would deteriorate quickly in the
water. The solid-braid nylon flows
easier through the pulleys, and doesn't
take a set as do poly ropes(a common
rope used for water skiing and other
outdoor uses).
Sheriff Neimeyer says that davits can
be homemade if you have access to a
welding unit and have the time and
know-how to lay out the necessary grid
work. However, he points to a downriver neighbor who made a pair out of
tubing, only to discover that the design
would not support him much less his
heavy boat.

.—
The Jima lateral support is a little
longer than the rear bracket
because it supports most the
boat's weight.
"Shortly after he installed his davits,
he was leaving his boat to tie a mooring
line. When he did, he grabbed the davit
for support and the entire davit bent

under his weight," said Neimeyer.
"Because of that, I think it's better to
have them professionally constructed
because their cost is only a fraction of the
investment you're attempting to protect."

Price
According to Nash,the sheriff's
welding contractor, a pair of davits such
as those he made for the sheriff costs in
the neighborhood of $275 installed.
"That's what I charge, but I can't speak
for other welding companies," said Nash.
"Any welder who has some knowledge
of structural design and load-bearing, and
knows how to get good weld penetration,
can make them," he added.
The price seems small compared to the
superior job a pair of davits performs in
protecting your boat—if it's a 12-foot
aluminum or a 24-foot pontoon boat.
And a davit system can also be used on
lakes as well as rivers. For example,on a
lake like Wallenpaupack, where docks
have to be removed in fall, the davits can
be constructed on a more elaborate
swivel or easy-off base to facilitate easier
dock removal and storage. They serve
equally well especially when a lake is
drawn down.
Davit systems are not new, but this
transplanted idea can significantly
prolong the life of your boating investment, especially when the waves
get rough or the water rises.
Fall 1990 Boat Pennsylvania
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We'd
Rather
Say
by Bill and Berl &shill
photos by the Imam]s

_

Who cares? Who wants to get involved?
Listening to the everyday news, it seems no one
wants to get involved in anything concerning
other people. Let somebody else do it. However,
this is not true of everyone. There are people
who care, and without thought of personal gain or
reward are willing to give their time and money
to receive training so they can teach others to
rescue people in trouble, in and on the water.
The motto "We'd Rather Save Than Search" is
posted in the headquarters and on the emergency
vehicles used by the Harrisburg River Rescue,
Inc.,facility at Cameron and Sycamore streets,
Harrisburg, and to carry out the premise of this
motto, thorough training is a major ingredient in
preparing to rescue people from the water dangers
they encounter.
The Fish Commission,in cooperation with
River Rescue,conducts intensive workshops for
instructor candidates. The training is divided
into three phases: Phase I, basic rescue preparedness; Phase II, boat-used rescues; and Phase
special rescue situations, which include ice
rescue,low-head dam rescue, line rescue system
and in-water rescue.
Many drownings occur because people
attempting rescues do not know the proper ways
to approach a drowning person. Phase I includes
the basics for shore rescues and self-rescue. The
instructors must be able to save themselves in all
types of situations before they can rescue others,
and they must pass Phase I before moving on to
Phase H and gain certification to teach boat
rescue and water safety.
A three-day workshop on Phase H,boat-used
rescues, was held recently beginning with
classroom instruction on a Friday. Virgil Chambers, chief of the Commission Boating Education
Division, was the chief instructor, assisted by
Tom Eckert, George Angstat and Heidi H.
Milbrand. The 15 instructor-candidate students
included volunteer firemen,emergency medical
technicians, and conservation officers from all
sections of Pennsylvania, as well as a police
officer from Maryland and a high school teacher
from Minnesota.
These volunteers were people willing to get
involved. They took at least four days of their
own time and paid for their transportation to
Harrisburg, plus the course fee. They believed
being trained in the latest rescue techniques
would add additional knowledge and benefit them
greatly in teaching others to carry out rescues on
the rivers and lakes in their own territories.
Classroom discussion covered types of boats
and motors, how to equip boats with rescue
equipment,types of propellers, efficient boat
operation, the dynamics of moving water, the
boat-over-boat rescue of capsized boats and
getting victims out of the water.
The video Swept Away was shown and discussed, and then slides depicting configurations
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of boats and water conditions were viewed. Interaction
between students and Chambers was encouraged to expand
knowledge of the subjects and make sure everyone understood
the topics discussed.
Chambers told the candidates,"It is extremely important
that you understand the awesome power of moving water, and
the best way to demonstrate that power to your students is to
take them on a canoe trip. Using this basic boat can teach
them to read the
water and to
maneuver a boat
correctly
through a
variety of
moving-water
situations.
Using a powerboat may be
easier, but a
canoe is better
for learning the
basics."
The day's
training ended
by having the
group adjourn to
the section of
the facility that
housed the
emergency
vehicles and
boats. The
instructors pointed out the proper rescue equipment on board
the boats that the students had seen in the video. The evening
was spent studying the workbooks in preparation for the final
written test.
The actual hands-on training began on Saturday when the
group launched canoes and paddled down the Susquehanna
River,from Dauphin to the Fish Commission's Fort Hunter
Access. Following discussion of the trip, the class switched to
powerboats and inflatables to get the feel of handling different
30
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types of craft and to experience the control needed to
operate a rescue boat skillfully. They also practiced
maneuvering around buoys and changing propellers.
On Sunday the group was divided into teams of twos
and each person had to take part in every rescue operation.
Canoes were used for the boat-over-boat rescue. Paddlers
overturned a canoe. Two people in a rescue boat first made
sure that they were all right, and then instructed them to
hold on to the rescue boat. The capsized canoe was pulled
upside-down up onto the rescue boat, drained, righted and
slid back into the water. The victims were then helped
back into the canoe. Had the capsized boat been a small
motorboat, the motor would have been detached from the
boat before the boat-over-boat maneuver was attempted.

Chiefinstructor Virgil Chambers(left) instructs students
preparing to practice rescues(top photo)and(above)
encourages students to share their river paddling experiences.

Following the boat's re-entry into the water, it would be towed
to shore.
While this particular phase was going on,others in the class
practiced with throw bags. Used mainly in shore-based rescue,
a bag containing a coiled polypropylene rope, which floats,
was thrown to a victim who had been instructed to float
downstream in the self-rescue position—back in the water and
feet pointed downstream. As the victim drifted near the
throwers, the bags were thrown so that they could be grasped
by the person in the water and he could be pulled to shore.
Throwing the bags takes a lot of practice to land the bag so
that the victim can easily grasp it and not let the bag drift by.
Extrication from the water gave everyone an opportunity to see
how victims who had fallen overboard could be assisted back
aboard using the stirrup method,or gotten back aboard using
the roll-aboard technique.
The stirrup method uses a line secured inside the boat, and
then looped and hung in the water over the gunwale so that the
victim can place a foot in the loop and swing the opposite leg
up into the boat.
The roll-aboard method is used for unconscious or exhausted victims who cannot help themselves. A net, or
webbing, is securely attached to the top of the gunwale,or
inside the boat, and the balance of the net is floated in the
water. The victim is secured in the net and both the net and the
victim are then rolled upward and over the gunwale into the
boat. Rope can also be used for this maneuver by placing a
loop under the victim's upper back,one under his waist, one
under his hips and one just below his knees. It is possible for
one person to rescue a victim in this manner if the victim is
conscious and can stiffen his body. It is more difficult for one
person to lift an unconscious person, but it can be done.
Students and instructors wear wetsuits,PFDs(life jackets)
and helmets during all the work on the river not only for

Students(left) canoe
a river as part ofthe
training, and(above)
practice the rollaboard rescue
technique, to bring a
victim back aboard
a boat.

safety, but for protection from the bitterly cold water.
Following the water work, the students returned to Fish
Commission headquarters to take the final test. On completion
of the course, demonstrating boat handling proficiency and
passing a written examination, those who qualified were
awarded certification by the Commission. It was a full three
days of hard work for these volunteers. They were enthusiastic about receiving adequate training to return home to train
others so that lives might be saved through their well-spent
time and efforts.
According the Chambers,"Expensive equipment is not the
key to effective rescues. Having a great respect for the water,
training, practice and knowing how to carry out self-rescue
before attempting to rescue others is the goal of the water cf
rescue training course."
Fall 1990 Boat Pennsylvania
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